Migration of cations between iota and kappa rich phases
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Phase separation occurred after the random coil-helix transition of in carrageenans, as one of the polysaccharide orders and the spatial arrangement[1]. And the formation of helix and aggregates were also influenced by cations. So cations and water redistribution were followed by phase separation. In this study, dependence of KCl on the rheological and thermal properties of mixed carrageenans was elaborated; furthermore, effect of gelation process and storage time on the cations distribution was also investigated by artificially separating two phase through dialysis membrane. As the mixed kappa-carrageenan (KC) and iota-carrageenan (IC) shows two steps gelationy and fracture of mixed ι- and κ-carrageenan gels: Two-step gelation</title><secondary-title>Carbohydrate Polymers</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Carbohydrate Polymers</full-title></periodical><pages>253-262</pages><volume>20</volume><number>4</number><dates><year>1993</year><pub-dates><date>//</date></pub-dates></dates><isbn>0144-8617</isbn><urls><related-urls><url>http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/014486179390097N</url></related-urls></urls><electronic-resource-num>http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0144-8617(93)90097-N</electronic-resource-num></record></Cite></EndNote>[2], so two critical increasing points of storage modulus (G’) and two phase transitional peaks in thermograph also occurred during cooling process, which suggested two conformational transitions proceed in the mixed carrageenan. In addition, phase transition temperature of IC is higher than KC, so K+ concentration in IC phase is higher than KC before KC starting to gel, while KC absorbed more K+ when it form gel because of specific to K+ ion. As for the storage time effect on the K+ distribution at 5oC, with storage time increasing, K+ concentration in KC started to increase after 1h, due to aggregate of KC growing. At lower temperature for long time, faster water mobility [3] and aggregates growth in KC phase to expel more water to IC phase, which could account for concentration of KC increased while IC decreased. All above results suggested that different microstructure of KC and IC phase in the mixture was formed. In conclusion, effect of gelation and phase separation on the cations distribution could be illustrated. 
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